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Introduction: Without reading or knowing anything about what our guest speakers are going to say, (I’m anxious to 
listen to them), I thought I would ask myself from my convictions of what it means to be a follower of Christ; what does 
religious liberty mean, the reality itself? And I kept coming back to the following quote: “You [plural] have no homeland 
because you cannot be assimilated into this society.” The original is in Italian. The author of those words is Pope John 
Paul II, and they were words said to Msgr. Luigi Giussani, the founder of Communion and Liberation, from which 
Crossroads Cultural Center grew. These remarks of the Pope to Msgr. Giussani were made in August 1982. And he went 
on: 

You have no homeland in any part of society today. Whoever recognizes the presence of Christ, a different presence 
from all the others, whoever recognizes this presence of Christ in his or her life in the network of relationships that 
constitutes his or her life in the society in which he or she lives, in this kind of society, Christianity is accepted only to 
sustain dialectically or even practically, Christian values. The acceptance of the Christian occurs, the Christian is 
welcome, as long as this is his contribution. But when someone announces that he or she holds and proclaims and can 
confirm the presence of God-made-Man as a human and historical reality, as a fact, if someone recognizes the 
permanent presence of God that way is therefore the object of an experience, the presence of Christ as the center of a 
way of seeing, of a way of confronting and conceiving what life is all about, what our humanity is all about, the sense of 
each action, the source of the activity of the total man, that is to say, the cultural activity of man, such a person has no 
homeland today.  

Again, the conflict between Christian faith and the dominant culture where this conflict of being denied a homeland 
takes place, is a reduction occurring in culture, a reduction of reality to values. Such a reduction makes possible the 
claim of autonomy that sustains today’s culture. This claim leads inevitably to the loss of liberty, liberty as the originality 
of judgment about life. One becomes alienated from common opinion, from dominant culture. All of us are subject to 
this influence and this virus. In such a context, if this judgment about the context of the culture in which we live is 
correct, what could religious liberty mean? What could we be talking about when we ask or demand religious liberty? 
Let’s listen to what our speakers have to say. 

Conclusion: What do the Christians demand of the state? All that has been said so wonderfully and brilliantly by our 
speakers, has what as its root? Is there a point from which all flows, to which we can keep going back in order to 
understand more and more what is expected of us as followers of Christ? And what do we expect of our authorities? 

On the cover of our latest issue of TRACES, (and don’t think I’m here to sell subscriptions, although, of course, you must 
understand that’s one of the things the Church demands!) and it’s on the cover of our poster for Easter, is a quote from 
the Russian author Vladimir Soloviev, from A Short Story of the Anti-Christ. It tells the story of this man who eventually 
becomes the emperor of the world, abducted by the naked use of raw power to put everybody under his dominion by 
finding ways to fulfill their desires—employment, happiness, economic progress, the latest technologies, a wonderful 
proof-free economy. Democratic means it reaches the point of being the emperor of the world. The Christians in such a 
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context have, after some kind of initial concern, ended up mostly following him, and supporting him, and upset that a 
few members of their hierarchy as well as a few other Christians with them won’t come along into the great, peaceful 
and happy feast of this paradise that this man has been able to create. The emperor doesn’t understand why they don’t 
come. He had been able to convince everyone else, to bring them to be his followers, to live in the kind of state that he 
could offer the united world. Why don’t they? What do they want? What can satisfy them? So now, these are the words 
of Soloviev:  

In a grieved voice the Emperor addressed them: “Tell me yourselves, you strange people… you 
Christians, deserted by the majority of your brothers and leaders: what do you hold most dear in 
Christianity?” [Once knowing this, he would do the best to provide it.] At this Elder John [one of 
the members of this Russian Orthodox hierarchy, but with the approval of the Pope!] rose up 
and said in a quiet voice: “Great sovereign! What we hold most dear in Christianity is Christ 
Himself–He in His person. [not as the author of ethical, moral codes, religious codes, but He, His 
person, His reality, One, that Man, Jesus in His own person. This is what we hold most dear in 
Christianity, not to be detached from being where He is, to be allowed to be with Him, to listen 
to His words, and experience the possibility that the desires of our heart can really be fulfilled 
through true justice, or true love for our country as well as for other life, eternity. “What we 
hold most dear in Christianity is Christ Himself.” [It’s like when Jesus answered John and 
Andrew, after they had heard the strange words of John the Baptist, “This is the Lamb of God 
who takes away the sin of the world,” they started following Jesus, and Jesus came to a halt, and 
said, “What do you want?” Their answer is really, “To be with You, to be where You are. That is 
all we want, and that is all we need.] “Great sovereign! What we hold most dear in Christianity is 
Christ Himself—He in His person. All the rest comes from Him, for we know that in Him dwells 
bodily the whole fullness of Divinity.” 

Do we believe this? Do we believe that this Man, Jesus of Nazareth, is the only one able to satisfy the desires of my heart 
fully, the desires of my heart at all levels of my human existence, including cultural, political? Here we have “justice” and 
“freedom.” This is the great question.  

The true cultural struggle today is between two conceptions of the human person—between the human person who 
belongs to something greater than himself, and the one who belongs to his own self. How can we live as Christians, that 
is, unable to be assimilated to this situation? 

The first step to being set free from this cultural enslavement is when man returns to being himself, when we do not 
accept any reduction of our humanity. We’ve heard it so many times from the Pope, making this point again and again, 
whether our humanity is allowed to expand to bring us visions of the unimaginable. When we live like those who have 
nothing and expect everything, say, like a little child who expects everything from his mother and his father, the 
experience of this poverty is liberating. The liberty we seek grows out of the experience of our spiritual poverty. It is only 
because we experience our self as a poor person who needs to be rescued, it is only when one lives like this that we will 
be full of surprise at what happens, asking, “How can such a thing be?” There is a Presence from another world, in this 
world, but from another world. Everything seems to be the same, but the things remain the same, but become 
signs…signs of that freedom and that justice, that love, that friendship that our heart demands and needs.  

I think both talks tonight touched on this point and it should be our main point of further reflection, meditation and 
study, and that is: When the violation of this openness to the Infinite that constitutes the dignity of the human person is 
denied, you can see (and today you can see in a more clear way than ever before) how man is reduced and begins to be 
enslaved by powers. From that struggle, to the Klu Klux Klan, to racism, the denial of dignity, this is the origin of our 
demands to allow us to find our liberty in accordance with how our hearts are made by being with Christ. Thank you. 

 


